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ABSTRACT
Ambience aspects in the design of a hotel lobby plays a vital role in leaving a good impact
on guest first impressions towards the hotel and hence leading to ensuring guest’s
satisfaction as well as attracting new customers. The tangible ambience aspects such as
lighting, colours and materials take part in enhancing the ambience of a hotel lobby.
Therefore, for better understanding of this hypothesis, a research has been carried out to
identify whether the aspects will bring significance impact towards customer’s satisfaction
in a hotel lobby. This research aim is to identify user’s feedback towards ambience aspects
in hotel lobby and to investigate the ambience aspects in hotel lobby. Double Tree Penang
resort has been taken as the case study for this research. This research has been carried out
by using both quantitative and qualitative methods in order to reach the aims of this research.
Through the research method which are questionnaire and on-site observation, the data
were collected and analyzed in regarding with regard to the participants’ perception
towards the ambience aspects . The findings indicated a strong result from the participants
in agreeing that the tangible ambience aspects do play an important role in leaving great
impressions towards a hotel lobby’s ambience and thus has proven the aims of the study.
The result of the study also suggested that besides investigating the guests’ satisfaction,
other individuals such as the manager or staff is encouraged should also be included in
order to widen the scope of information regarding the ambience aspects.
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